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Each Gliderol operator has
different qualities and suits
different garage doors. Using
up to the minute technology,
Gliderol has combined electronic
circuitry, Australian engineering
know how and streamlined
designs to create a wide range
of garage door operators.

Glidermatic GTS 2000

Glidermatic GTS Optima

Gliderol’s Glidermatic GTS 2000 overhead
door operator is a digitally coded sophisticated
mini transmitter with a fully enclosed chain,
making the GTS 2000 safer than most other
door operators on the market. With a quiet low
voltage (24 volt) motor, the GTS 2000 ensures
no unnecessary strain is put on your garage
door as well as whisper quiet opening and closing.

The Glidermatic GTS Optima is Gliderol’s
premium and most powerful overhead door
operator. With the belt safely enclosed in a
rollformed steel section, all components of the
GTS Optima are housed within the operator’s
cover. With a low voltage motor (24 volt), the
GTS Optima is as quiet as any other belt unit on
the market.

The GTS 2000 includes a locking feature to
prevent the door from opening for unauthorised
entry, and with over 16 million code
combinations, no other garage door opener will
open another. The state-of-the-art three button
transmitter is G+ compatible. Like all Gliderol
products, the GTS 2000 is designed and
manufactured in Australia specifically for Gliderol
garage doors.

The GTS Optima includes the Gliderol locking
feature to prevent the door from opening for
unauthorised entry, and with over 16 million
code combinations, no other garage door
opener will open any other. The state-of-the-art
three button transmitter is G+ compatible,
which can be included in the protective steel
cover. Like all Gliderol products, the GTS
Optima is designed and manufactured in
Australia specifically for Gliderol garage doors.

Features & Benefits

Glidermatic GRD & GRD Dual
The Glidermatic GRD is Gliderol’s most
popular garage door operator. Comprising the
most up to the minute technology, the GRD
includes everything to convert a manually
operated roller door to automatic remote control.
The GRD also has plenty of optional extras
including additional transmitters, dual override,
an intruder alarm, back up power, weatherproof
control box cover and the photo electric eye
beam. This operator is available in three
models for residential roller doors, depending on
the size of the door, and is able to be fitted to
most brands of roller door easily and effectively.
Tested by the Underwriters Laboratory
ACE, the GRD is qualified for worldwide use,
unlike other operators on the market that
don’t meet these standards. Like all Gliderol
products, the Glidermatic GRD is designed
and manufactured in Australia.

Glidermatic IGDU
The Glidermatic IGDU garage door operator is
Gliderol’s commercial garage door opener.
It is designed specifically for continuous curtain
roller doors, supplying more than sufficient force
to lift almost any commercial roller door without
exerting undue stress on the door. The IGDU
can be factory fitted or retrofitted on site and
comes with a fully insulated control box with
built in switches and a wall mounted waist high
manual override.
The Glidermatic IGDU suits a wide range of
commercial and industrial applications and
can be fitted worldwide, unlike other garage
door operators. The Glidermatic IGDU is one
of the strongest garage door operators on the
market and has been thoroughly tested by
an underwriters laboratory and proven in the
commercial and industrial field. Like all Gliderol
products, the Glidermatic IGDU is designed and
manufactured in Australia.

Features & Benefits
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Pulling force of 700N
Enclosed chain
Quiet DC motor operation
Soft start and soft stop
G+ compatible

•
•
•
•
•

Pulling force of 1000N
Quiet belt drive
Quiet DC motor operation
Soft start and soft stop
G+ compatible

Features & Benefits

Features & Benefits

•
•
•
•

• Integrated chain hoist
• Separate control box for easy
serviceability
• Quiet DC motor operation

Unique orbital motor
Requires no extra sideroom
Quiet DC motor operation
G+ compatible

All Gliderol residential operators are now
G+ compatible. G+ is a smart, innovative home
access system that allows you to control your
home the way that suits your lifestyle. With one
discrete, simple G+ key, a click of a button
can turn off your alarm and open or close your
garage door. The same G+ key can also unlock
your door to give access into your home.
G+ lessens the need to have a keyring full of
keys and remotes; the G+ key is simply easier
and more suited for today’s busy lifestyle.
The modern technology of G+ provides security
and convenience both when arriving home
and leaving.
The G+ access system can be designed to
suit the way you live; opening and closing your
garage door, turning on and off the lights in
your home, disarming the alarm, opening and
closing your gates and much more. For further
information on the G+ go to:
www.mygplus.com.au/#/g-explained.

